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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Sales and Power BI. 

Sales managers must be able to keep track of changes to their pipeline in the following ways: 

1. 

Notify the sales managers when an Opportunity changes sales stage. 

2. 

Notify the sales managers when the pipeline drops below 2.5M USD. 

3. 

When reviewing the pipeline in Power BI, a sales executive must be able to add a Playbook to an Opportunity. 

You need to recommend a solution that meets the company requirements. 

Which combination of solutions should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate option in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Microsoft Power Automate, Microsoft Dataverse connector, and Microsoft 365 Outlook connector 

Use Microsoft Dataverse as the data source. 

While Power Automate is a robust tool with ever-expanding capabilities, it also handles simple tasks with grace. A
universal business need for many organizations is the ability to automate email notifications based on certain criteria:
an 

opportunity is won, send an email to the sales manager; a case is closed, send an email to the customer; a work order
is completed, send an email to the customer. 

Power Automate can easily accommodate this using the Microsoft 365 Outlook connector. 

Box 2: Microsoft Power Automate, Power Bi data alerts, and Microsoft 365 connector 

Data alerts in the Power BI service: Set alerts to notify you when data in your dashboards changes beyond limits you
set. 

Box 3: Microsoft Power Automate, Power BI, Power Apps, and Microsoft Dataverse connector 

Reference: 

https://www.velosio.com/blog/2021/01/27/tracking-emails-the-right-way-with-power-automate/ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/service-set-data-alerts 
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QUESTION 2

A company has a website that contains a form named Contact Us. Data from completed forms is saved to a shared
document. An office administrator periodically reviews the document. The office administrator sends new submissions
to 

another employee who creates contacts or updates existing contacts. 

You need to recommend a solution to automate the process. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Excel Online Connector 

B. Dynamics 365 Customer Insights 

C. Dynamics 365 Customer Service 

D. Dynamics 365 Marketing 

Correct Answer: B 

Microsoft designed Customer Insights to allow organizations to map, match, merge, and enrich customer- based data
from different sources. A classic scenario would be to merge data from customer service software, like Freshdesk, and
online sales, such as Shopware, into one source for reporting and further data analysis. 

Reference: https://msdynamicsworld.com/story/microsoft-dynamics-365-customer-insights-overview 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing a self-service portal for a company. The portal must meet the following requirements: 

1.

 Customers must be able to submit and review cases. 

2.

 Customers must be able to chat with service representatives in near real time. 

3.

 Allow service representatives to select cases from queues and use knowledge articles to resolve customer concerns. 

You need to recommend solutions for the company that do not require custom development. Which three apps or
services should you recommend? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Dynamics 365 Field Service 

B. Dynamics 365 Customer Service 

C. Omnichannel for Customer Service 
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D. Customer Insights 

E. Customer self-service portal 

Correct Answer: BCE 

B: Use Dynamics 365 Customer Service to: 

1.

 Track customer issues through cases 

2.

 Record all interactions related to a case 

3.

 Share information in the knowledge base 

4.

 Create queues and route cases to the right channels 

C: Omnichannel for Customer Service offers a suite of capabilities that extend the power of Dynamics 365 Customer
Service Enterprise to enable organizations to instantly connect and engage with their customers across digital
messaging channels. 

E: Customer self-service portal: A customer self-service portal enables customers to access self-service knowledge,
support resources, view the progress of their cases, and provide feedback. 

Note: Based on the selected environment in Power Apps, you can create a Dataverse starter portal or a portal in an
environment containing customer engagement apps (Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 Customer Service, Dynamics
365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation). 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/portals/portal-templates https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dynamics365/customer-service/embed-chat-widget-portal 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

A company has an on-premises data warehouse and analytics solution. The data warehouse consists of multiple multi-
dimensional data cubes representing over five years of operational data. The data warehouse consolidates and
normalizes data that is sourced from 20 different systems. The company plans to replace the existing solution with a
Microsoft Power Platform solution that connects to the data warehouse. The company wants to provide analytical
information to executives in a Microsoft Teams channel to support 

business planning. 

The new solution must meet these requirements: 

1. 

Support the current data warehouse. 
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2. 

The solution must support drill-through capabilities into the data. 

3. 

Retain at least seven years of historical data. 

You need to recommend a solution. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Azure Data Lake 

A data warehouse is a centralized repository of integrated data from one or more disparate sources. Data warehouses
store current and historical data and are used for reporting and analysis of the data. 

Incorrect Answers: 

Dataverse is not a database. 

Box 2: Microsoft Teams integration object 

You can use the Teams integration object to easily find and access the Teams integration features and use the
improved usability of expressions while integrating your canvas app with Teams. 

You can get a Teams theme inside a canvas app, and you can filter data depending on the team or channel context. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/data-guide/relational-data/data-warehousing 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/teams/use-teams-integration-object 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a model-driven app that allows a company to manage sales opportunities. The company has a
complex security model that includes the following requirements: 

1.

 The vice president of sales must be able to see opportunities for sales managers and sales representatives. 

2.
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 Sales managers must be able to see opportunities for all sales representatives. 

3.

 Sales representatives must only see opportunities that they own. 

You need to recommend security tools for controlling user access. 

Which two tools should you recommend? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Account hierarchy 

B. Field security profile 

C. Position hierarchy 

D. Security roles 

Correct Answer: CD 

With the position hierarchy security, a user at a higher position has access to the records owned by a lower position
user or by the team that a user is a member of, and to the records that are directly shared to the user or the team that a
user 

is a member of. 

The hierarchy security model is an extension to the earlier security models that use business units, security roles,
sharing, and teams. It can be used in conjunction with all other existing security models. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/security-dev/ hierarchical-
security-control-access-entities 
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